CRESTAIRE
Crestaire

Stanley Furniture proudly presents Crestaire, a home furnishings collection celebrating the design vocabulary of mid-century style, interpreted to fit today’s home.

Designed for individuals with a confident, independent spirit, Crestaire tells the story of what’s modern now.
CROSLEY SIDEBOARD AND LENA ACCENT CHAIR AND OTTOMAN

The Crosley Sideboard in Porter 436-11-06

The Lena Accent Chair in Capiz 436-25-74

coupled with the Lena Ottoman in Capiz 436-25-72
DINING

A  Brooks Console Table in Flint 436-85-05
B  Savoy Arm Chairs in Capiz 436-21-70
C  Hovely Dining Table in Argent 436-41-30

Details pp. 56, 57, 60
PIECES

A  Crosley Sideboard in Capiz 436-21-06
B  Amado Mirror in Capiz 436-23-33
C  Savoy Arm Chairs in Capiz 436-21-70
D  Hovely Dining Table in Argent 436-41-30
E  Savoy Side Chairs in Capiz 436-21-60

Details pp. 56, 57, 59
Above: Sporting a wire-wrapped base in the Argent finish, the Hovely Dining Table makes a sculptural statement.

Below: The Crosley Sideboard in Capiz features mortised floating boxes passed down from a mid-century heritage.
PIECES

A  Savoy Side Chairs in Porter 436-11-60
B  Lola Double Pedestal Table in Porter 436-11-36
C  Presley Host Chairs in Porter 436-11-75
D  Amado Mirror in Saffron 436-73-33
E  Monterey Buffet in Porter 436-11-05

Details pp. 56, 57, 59
DETAILS

Opposite Above: A fancy face veneer graces the rounded back of the Presley Host Chair in the Porter finish.

Opposite Below: The Monterey Buffet in Porter draws attention with its enveloping concave front and Greek key accented foot detail.
MONTEREY BUFFET AND SAVOY ARM CHAIRS

The Monterey Buffet in Porter 436-11-05
coupled with Savoy Arm Chairs in Porter 436-11-70
and Amado Mirror in Saffron 436-73-33
PIECES

A  Palm Canyon Floor Mirror in Argent 436-43-34
B  Presley Host Chairs in Capiz 436-21-75
C  Lola Double Pedestal Table in Porter 436-11-36
D  Monterey Buffet in Capiz 436-21-05

Details pp. 56, 57, 59
Above: The dramatically patterned wood grain in the Lola Double Pedestal Table reaches stardom with a hand-rubbed Porter finish.

Below: Vertical beading adorns the grand posts of the Lola Double Pedestal Table in Porter.
PIECES

A  Hooper Bar Stools in Capiz 436-21-73

Details p. 57
PIECES

A  Hooper Counter Stools in Capiz 438-21-72

Details p. 57
SOUTHRIDGE DRESSER WITH
PALM CANYON RECTANGULAR MIRROR

The Southridge Dresser in Porter 436-13-06
accompanied by the Palm Canyon Rectangular Mirror in Trophy 436-53-30
BEDROOM

A Monterey Chest in Saffron 436-73-12

Details p. 59
PIECES

A  Southridge Bedside Table in Porter 436-13-82
B  Southridge Bed in Porter 436-13-45
C  Southridge Dresser in Porter 436-13-06
D  Palm Canyon Rectangular Mirror in Trophy 436-53-30

Details pp. 58, 59
DETAILS

Above: The Southridge Bed’s headboard is accented with Greek key overlays as a finishing touch.

Below: A fold-down drawer front in the Southridge Dresser elegantly conceals media equipment.
PIECES

A  Ladera Chest in Porter 436-13-10
B  Amado Mirror in Capiz 436-23-33
C  Ladera Dresser in Porter 436-13-05
D  Alexander Telephone Table in Porter 436-13-81
E  Ladera Bed in Porter 436-13-47
F  Ladera Night Stand in Porter 436-13-80

Details pp. 58, 59
DETAILS

Left: Finely carved sabre feet complement signature knobs in Trophy on the Ladera Chest in Porter.
LADERA BED

The Ladera Bed in Porter 436-13-47
PIECES
A  Monterey Chest in Capiz 436-23-12
B  Southridge Bedside Table in Capiz 436-23-82
C  Southridge Bed in Capiz 436-23-45
D  Southridge Dresser in Capiz 436-23-06

Details pp. 58, 59
Above: The gently curving headboard of the Southridge Bed in Capiz offers a welcoming embrace.
PIECES

A  Monterey Single Dresser in Flint 436-83-04
B  Palm Canyon Floor Mirrors in Argent 436-43-34
C  Lena Ottomans in Flint 436-85-72
D  Ladera Bed in Capiz 436-23-47
E  Alexander Telephone Tables in Capiz 436-23-81

Details pp. 58, 59, 61
Opposite Above: Undertop lighting illuminates a glass shelf as a delightful feature of the Alexander Telephone Table in Capiz.

Opposite Below: A tufted leather seat on the Lena Ottoman in Flint poses atop curved klismos legs.
PIECES
A  Ladera Bed in Capiz 436-23-47
B  Ladera Night Stand in Capiz 436-23-80
C  Monterey Single Dresser in Capiz 436-23-04
D  Ladera Dresser in Capiz 436-23-05
E  Amado Mirror in Capiz 436-23-33
F  Ladera Chest in Capiz 436-23-10
G  Southridge Dresser in Capiz 436-23-06

Details pp. 58, 59
Above: Bedroom storage and styling expressions are for the choosing in the Ladera Dresser, Ladera Chest, and Southridge Dresser.
A Monterey Single Dresser in Saffron 436-73-04
Details p. 59
PIECES

A  Monterey Chest in Flint 436-83-12
B  Lena Accent Chair in Capiz 436-25-74

Details pp. 59, 61
LENA ACCENT CHAIR WITH
LENA OTTOMAN AND MILO ROUND LAMP TABLE
The Lena Accent Chair in Capiz 436-25-74
accompanied by the Lena Ottoman in Capiz 436-25-72
and Milo Round Lamp Table in Porter with Trophy base 436-15-14
LIVING

A  Lena Ottoman in Capiz 436-25-72
B  Lena Accent Chairs in Capiz 436-25-74
C  Howely Martini Table in Argent 436-45-16

Details pp. 60, 61
PIECES

A Lena Accent Chair in Saffron 436-75-74
B Lena Ottoman in Saffron 436-75-72
C Ladera Media Console in Porter 436-15-30
D Sunset Table in Saffron with Trophy base 436-75-17
E Lena Accent Chair in Flint 436-85-74
F Autry Round Cocktail Table in Porter 436-15-01
G Autry End Table in Porter 436-15-08

Details pp. 60, 61
Above: Walnut veneers in the Porter finish and the Trophy gold leaf metal base are a perfect pair on the Autry Round Cocktail Table.

Below: Featuring a mitered floating box, the Ladera Media Console is a true style icon.
PIECES

A  Hovely Martini Table in Argent 436-45-16
B  Ventura Cocktail Tables in Argent 436-45-02
C  Lena Accent Chairs in Capiz 436-25-74
D  Lena Ottoman in Capiz 436-25-72
E  Brooks Console Table in Argent 436-45-05

Details pp. 60, 61
Details

Opposite Above: The Ventura Cocktail Table marries a glamorous open metal base and the patina of an antiqued mirror top.

Opposite Below: With a triple layered glass top and wire-wrapped base, the Hovely Martini Table strikes an artful pose.
BROOKS CONSOLE TABLE WITH PALM CANYON RECTANGULAR MIRROR
The Brooks Console Table in Saffron 436-75-05
with the Palm Canyon Rectangular Mirror in Trophy 436-53-30
PIECES

A  Crosley Étagère in Porter with Trophy fretwork 436-15-19
B  Oscar End Table in Porter with Trophy base 436-15-09
C  Autry Round Cocktail Table in Porter 436-15-01
D  Milo Round Lamp Table in Porter with Trophy base 436-15-14

Details pp. 60, 61
Above: The Milo Round Lamp Table pairs a metal apron in Trophy with a wood top dressed in Porter. It is pure mid-century.

Below: The metal fretwork of the Crosley Étagère confidently frames adjustable, walnut veneered shelves in a stunning combination.
A  Sunset Table in Flint with Argent base 436-85-17
B  Hovely Martini Table in Argent 436-45-16
C  Lena Accent Chairs in Flint 436-85-74
D  Sunset Table in Capiz with Argent base 436-25-17
E  Ventura Cocktail Tables in Argent 436-45-02
F  Brooks Console Table in Capiz 436-25-05
G  Amado Mirror in Flint 436-83-33

Details pp. 59, 60, 61
Details

*Left:* Featuring a modest scale and precision metal base, the *Sunset Table* in *Flint* graces center stage in an unassuming manner.
PIECES

A  Lena Accent Chair in Saffron 436-75-74
B  Welton Bookcase in Porter 436-15-18
C  Vincennes Writing Desk in Porter with Trophy base 436-15-04
D  Presley Host Chair in Porter 436-11-75
E  Vincennes Credenza in Porter 436-15-42

Details pp. 57, 60, 61
Above: Combining mid-century clean lines and two lateral file storage drawers, the Vincennes Credenza marries style with utility.

Below: Two full extension drawers optimize storage below the open shelving of the Welton Bookcase in Porter.
VINCENTES WRITING DESK AND PRESLEY HOST CHAIR WITH THE CROSLEY ÉTAGÈRE

The Vincennes Writing Desk in Porter 436-15-04 coupled with the Presley Host Chair in Porter 436-11-75 and Crosley Étagère in Porter with Trophy fretwork 436-15-19
DETAILS OF DISTINCTION

A  FRONT CURVATURE
B  SABRE FOOT
C  GOLD LEAF AND WALNUT
D  CORD MANAGEMENT
E  AMERICAN WALNUT VENEER
F  LATERAL FILE STORAGE
G  TOUCH LIGHTING
H  GREEK KEY OVERLAY
I  SOFT CLOSE UNDERMOUNT DRAWER GLIDE SYSTEM
J  PULL-OUT SHELVING
K  MITERED FLOATING BOX DETAIL
L  SPINDLE DETAIL
DETAILS OF DISTINCTION

FINISHES

A  PORTER
A rubbed medium brown tone over walnut veneers.

B  CAPIZ
A high-sheen pearlescent finish.

C  SAFFRON
A matte, painted finish inspired by the hue of the exotic spice.

D  FLINT
A warm, chocolate/gray finish with subtle white striation.

E  ARGENT
Hand-applied authentic silver leaf over steel.

F  TROPHY
Hand-applied authentic gold leaf over steel.

HARDWARE

TROPHY KNOBS AND PULLS
Square knobs with a circular indentation and a stacked double bar pull in a hand-applied gold leaf finish.

ARGENT KNOBS AND PULLS
Square knobs with a circular indentation and a stacked double bar pull in a hand-applied silver leaf finish.

A  TROPHY PULL
B  ARGENT PULL
C  TROPHY KNOB
D  ARGENT KNOB

FABRIC

G  ASH
A subtle, neutral taupe shade with undertones of gray.

H  SLATE
A full-grain, aniline-dyed leather in a cool brown tone.
**Dining**

*Dining Finish*: 436-11 Porter, 436-21 Capiz, 436-41 Argent

*Materia*: Parawood solids & American walnut veneers

---

**436-11-05 Monterey Buffet**
- **Porter**

Four doors, one tray drawer behind center doors, three adjustable shelves, blue felt liner in self-closing tray drawer

- **Porter**
- W 74 1/2” D 20” H 36” (190 x 51 x 92 cm)

See pp. 8, 9, 10, 11, 13

**436-21-05 Monterey Buffet**
- **Capiz**

See pp. 8, 9, 10, 11, 13

---

**436-11-06 Crosley Sideboard**
- **Porter**

Trophy details on Porter finish, Argent details on Capiz finish, three drawers, two adjustable shelves, one fixed shelf, removable wine rack

- **Capiz**
- W 58 1/4” D 17” H 41 1/2” (150 x 44 x 150 cm)

See pp. 3, 6, 7

---

**436-11-36 Lola Double Pedestal Table**
- **Porter**

Consists of:
136 Lola Pedestal Table Top
236 Lola Pedestal Table Base

Two 23 1/2” (60 cm) leaves, no additional leaves available, seats six without leaves, seats eight with one leaf, seats ten with two leaves, assembly required

Overall without leaves:
- **Porter**
- W 84” D 48” H 30” (214 x 122 x 76 cm)

Overall with one leaf:
- **Porter**
- W 107 1/4” D 48” H 30” (273 x 122 x 76 cm)

Overall with two leaves:
- **Porter**
- W 131” D 48” H 30” (333 x 122 x 76 cm)

See pp. 9, 12, 13

---

**436-41-30 Hovery Dining Table**
- **Argent**

Consists of:
130 Hovery Glass Table Top
230 Hovery Table Base

Lay on glass top, assembly required

- **Argent**
- DIA 42” H 32 1/2” (107 x 83 cm)

See pp. 4, 6, 7
436-11-60 SAVOY SIDE CHAIR
PORTER
436-21-60 SAVOY SIDE CHAIR
CAPIZ
Fabric: Ash
Upholstered slip seat
Seat:
W 19“ D 18 1/4“ H 19” (49 x 48 x 49 cm)
Overall:
W 21” D 22 9/16“ H 37 1/2” (54 x 58 x 96 cm)
See pp. 6, 7, 9

436-11-70 SAVOY ARM CHAIR
PORTER
436-21-70 SAVOY ARM CHAIR
CAPIZ
Fabric: Ash
Upholstered slip seat
Seat:
W 20“ D 18 1/2“ H 19” (54 x 48 x 49 cm)
Arm:
H 25” (64 cm)
Overall:
W 22 1/4“ D 22 9/16“ H 37 1/2” (57 x 58 x 96 cm)
See pp. 4, 6, 10, 11

436-21-72 HOOPER COUNTER STOOL
CAPIZ
Leather: Slate
Metal scuff plate
Seat:
W 19” D 17” H 24” (49 x 43 x 61 cm)
Overall:
W 19” D 18” H 30” (49 x 46 x 76 cm)
See p. 15

436-21-73 HOOPER BAR STOOL
CAPIZ
Leather: Slate
Metal scuff plate
Seat:
W 19” D 17” H 30” (49 x 43 x 76 cm)
Overall:
W 19” D 20 1/4“ H 40” (49 x 51 x 109 cm)
See p. 14

436-11-75 PRESLEY HOST CHAIR
PORTER
436-21-75 PRESLEY HOST CHAIR
CAPIZ
Fabric: Ash
Nailhead trim
Seat:
W 19” D 18” H 24” (49 x 48 x 49 cm)
Overall:
W 21” D 25 1/2“ H 39” (54 x 65 x 99 cm)
See pp. 8, 9, 12, 13, 48, 50
436-13-42 LADERA BED, QUEEN PORTER
436-23-42 LADERA BED, QUEEN CAPIZ
Fabric: Ash
Consists of:
142 Ladera Upholstered Headboard, Queen:
Bored for metal frame, bolt-on construction,
channel tufting
W 65 3/4"  D 2 1 3/16"  H 60" (166 x 6 x 148 cm)
442 Ladera Upholstered Footboard & Bedrails, Queen:
Footboard and side rails ship in same carton
Footboard:
W 65 1/4"  D 2 1/4"  H 16"  (166 x 6 x 41 cm)
Bedrails:
D 1 1/4"  H 7 7/8"  L 82"  (4 x 20 x 209 cm)
Bottom of side rail to floor:
6 3/4"  (17 cm)
Overall Bed Dimensions:
W 65 1/4"  H 60"  L 86 1/2"  (166 x 148 x 220 cm)

436-13-47 LADERA BED, KING PORTER
436-23-47 LADERA BED, KING CAPIZ
Fabric: Ash
Consists of:
147 Ladera Upholstered Headboard, King:
Bored for metal frame, bolt-on construction,
channel tufting
W 80 3/4"  D 2 1 3/16"  H 60"  (205 x 7 x 153 cm)
447 Ladera Upholstered Footboard, California King:
W 81 1/4"  D 2 1/4"  H 16"  (207 x 6 x 41 cm)
63 Ladera Upholstered Converter Bedrails, California King:
D 3 1/4"  H 8 3/8"  L 86"  (9 x 22 x 219 cm)
Bottom of side rail to floor:
6 3/4"  (17 cm)
Overall Bed Dimensions:
W 81 1/4"  H 60"  L 90 7/8"  (207 x 153 x 230 cm)
See pp. 23, 24, 25, 29, 30

436-13-40 SOUTHRIIDGE BED, QUEEN PORTER
436-23-40 SOUTHRIIDGE BED, QUEEN CAPIZ
Consists of:
140 Southridge Panel Headboard, Queen:
Bored for metal frame, bolt-on construction
W 65 3/4"  D 4 7/8"  H 50"  (166 x 13 x 127 cm)
440 Southridge Panel Footboard & Bedrails, Queen:
Footboard and side rails ship in same carton
Footboard:
W 65 3/4"  D 5"  H 16"  (164 x 13 x 41 cm)
Bedrails:
D 1 1/4"  H 11 5/8"  L 82"  (4 x 30 x 208 cm)
Bottom of side rail to floor:
3 3/4"  (9 cm)
Overall Bed Dimensions:
W 65 3/4"  H 50"  L 95 7/8"  (166 x 127 x 244 cm)
See pp. 20, 21, 26, 27

Bedroom Finishes: 436-13 Porter, 436-23 Capiz, 436-43 Argent,
436-53 Trophy, 436-73 Saffron, 436-83 Flint
Materials: Parawood solids & American walnut veneers
436-23-04 MONTEREY SINGLE DRESSER
CAPIZ

436-73-04 MONTEREY SINGLE DRESSER
SAFFRON

436-83-04 MONTEREY SINGLE DRESSER
FLINT

Four drawers
W 48 ¾” D 21” H 42 ¾” (124 x 54 x 108 cm)
See pp. 28, 30, 32

436-13-04 MONTEREY SINGLE DRESSER
PORTER

436-23-12 MONTEREY CHEST
CAPIZ

436-73-12 MONTEREY CHEST
SAFFRON

436-83-12 MONTEREY CHEST
FLINT

Seven drawers
W 24” D 18” H 54” (61 x 46 x 138 cm)
See pp. 18, 26, 33

436-13-10 LADERA CHEST
PORTER

436-23-10 LADERA CHEST
CAPIZ

Six drawers
W 45” D 21” H 55 ¼” (115 x 54 x 141 cm)
See pp. 22, 31

436-13-05 LADERA DRESSER
PORTER

436-23-05 LADERA DRESSER
CAPIZ

Nine drawers
W 65” D 21” H 40 7/8” (166 x 54 x 104 cm)
See pp. 22, 31

436-13-06 SOUTHRIDGE DRESSER
PORTER

436-23-06 SOUTHRIDGE DRESSER
CAPIZ

Eight drawers, top left drawer is flip-front media drawer, electrical outlet recessed in the back, cord port
W 72” D 21” H 35 ¾” (183 x 54 x 91 cm)
See pp. 17, 21, 27, 31

436-13-80 LADERA NIGHT STAND
PORTER

436-23-80 LADERA NIGHT STAND
CAPIZ

Three drawers
W 28” D 19” H 29 ¼” (72 x 49 x 72 cm)
See pp. 23, 30

436-13-81 ALEXANDER TELEPHONE TABLE
PORTER

436-23-81 ALEXANDER TELEPHONE TABLE
CAPIZ

Pull-out shelf, touch lighting, one adjustable glass shelf, one fixed shelf
W 22” D 18” H 28 ¾” (56 x 46 x 73 cm)
See pp. 23, 28

436-13-82 SOUTHRIDGE BEDSIDE TABLE
PORTER

436-23-82 SOUTHRIDGE BEDSIDE TABLE
CAPIZ

One drawer, one fixed shelf
W 30” D 18” H 26 ¼” (77 x 46 x 201 cm)
See pp. 20, 26

436-23-33 AMADO MIRROR
CAPIZ

436-73-33 AMADO MIRROR
SAFFRON

436-83-33 AMADO MIRROR
FLINT

DIA 42” D 3” (107 x 8 cm)
See pp. 6, 9, 10, 11, 22, 31, 47

436-53-30 PALM CANYON RECTANGULAR MIRROR
TROPHY

W 36” D 1” H 46” (92 x 3 x 117 cm)
See pp. 17, 20, 42, 43

436-43-34 PALM CANYON FLOOR MIRROR
ARGENT

W 40 ½” D 1” H 79” (103 x 3 x 201 cm)
See pp. 12, 29
**LIVING**


*Materials: Parawood solids & American walnut veneers*

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 436-15-01 AUTRY ROUND COCKTAIL TABLE | **PORTER**  
Trophy details  
**DIA 48 1/2”  H 18 1/2” (122 x 47 cm)**  
*See pp. 38, 44* |
| 436-15-09 OSCAR END TABLE | **PORTER WITH TROPHY BASE**  
One drawer  
**W 22 1/2”  D 26 1/4”  H 26” (57 x 67 x 66 cm)**  
*See p. 44* |
| 436-15-04 VINCENNES WRITING DESK | **PORTER**  
Trophy details, two drawers, pencil tray in each drawer, full extension side guides  
**W 66 5/16”  D 36 5/16”  H 29 1/2” (169 x 93 x 75 cm)**  
*See pp. 48, 50* |
| 436-15-08 AUTRY END TABLE | **PORTER**  
Trophy details, two shelves  
**W 22”  D 28”  H 26” (56 x 72 x 66 cm)**  
*See p. 39* |
| 436-25-05 BROOKS CONSOLE TABLE | **CAPIZ**  
**W 85 13/16”  D 14 13/16”  H 34” (218 x 38 x 87 cm)**  
*See pp. 4, 41, 42, 43, 47* |
| 436-45-05 BROOKS CONSOLE TABLE | **ARGENT**  
**W 85 13/16”  D 14 13/16”  H 34” (218 x 38 x 87 cm)**  
*See pp. 4, 41, 42, 43, 47* |
| 436-75-05 BROOKS CONSOLE TABLE | **ARGENT**  
**W 85 13/16”  D 14 13/16”  H 34” (218 x 38 x 87 cm)**  
*See pp. 4, 41, 42, 43, 47* |
| 436-85-05 BROOKS CONSOLE TABLE | **FLINT**  
**W 85 13/16”  D 14 13/16”  H 34” (218 x 38 x 87 cm)**  
*See pp. 4, 41, 42, 43, 47* |
| 436-15-02 VENTURA COCKTAIL TABLE | **CAPIZ**  
**W 48”  D 12 1/2”  H 18 1/2” (122 x 32 x 47 cm)**  
*See pp. 40, 41, 47* |
| 436-15-14 MILO ROUND LAMP TABLE | **PORTER WITH TROPHY BASE**  
**DIA 30”  H 28 1/4” (77 x 72 cm)**  
*See pp. 34, 45* |
| 436-15-03 VENTURA COCKTAIL TABLE | **ARGENT**  
Antiqued mirror top  
**W 48”  D 12 1/2”  H 18 1/2” (122 x 32 x 47 cm)**  
*See pp. 40, 41, 47* |
| 436-15-03 VENTURA COCKTAIL TABLE | **ARGENT**  
Antiqued mirror top  
**W 48”  D 12 1/2”  H 18 1/2” (122 x 32 x 47 cm)**  
*See pp. 40, 41, 47* |

---

*Images of living furniture models.*
436-15-18 WELTON BOOKCASE

PORTER

Two drawers, four fixed shelves
W 36” D 15 1/2” H 79 5/8” (92 x 40 x 202 cm)
See pp. 48, 49

436-15-19 CROSLEY ÉTAGÈRE

PORTER WITH TROPHY FRETWORK

Consists of:
119 Crosley Shelves
219 Crosley Frame

Three adjustable shelves, assembly required
W 90 3/4” D 16 1/4” H 66” (230 x 43 x 168 cm)
See pp. 44, 50, 51

436-25-17 SUNSET TABLE

CAPIZ WITH ARGENT BASE

W 10 1/4” D 10 1/4” H 26” (27 x 27 x 66 cm)
See pp. 38, 46, 47

436-25-17 SUNSET TABLE

SAFFRON WITH TROPHY BASE

436-85-17 SUNSET TABLE

FLINT WITH ARGENT BASE

One drawer
W 10 1/4” D 10 1/4” H 26” (27 x 27 x 66 cm)
See pp. 38, 46, 47

436-15-30 LADERA MEDIA CONSOLE

PORTER

Five drawers, one fixed shelf, cord port, electrical outlet recessed in back, side guides on drawers with soft close technology
W 74” D 17 1/2” H 29 13/16” (188 x 45 x 76 cm)
See pp. 38, 39

436-25-74 LENA ACCENT CHAIR

CAPIZ

436-75-74 LENA ACCENT CHAIR

SAFFRON

436-85-74 LENA ACCENT CHAIR

FLINT

Leather: Slate
Boxed slip seat

Seat:
W 24” D 19 1/4” H 18” (61 x 42 x 46 cm)

Arm:
H 22” (56 cm)

Overall:
W 26 15/16” D 27 13/16” H 32” (69 x 70 x 82 cm)
See pp. 2, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 47, 48

436-25-72 LENA OTTOMAN

CAPIZ

436-75-72 LENA OTTOMAN

SAFFRON

436-85-72 LENA OTTOMAN

FLINT

Leather: Slate
Tufted seat

W 24” D 18” H 19” (61 x 46 x 49 cm)
See pp. 2, 28, 29, 34, 36, 38, 41